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ABSTRACT
The study coming up with new area of perspective development to equally utilize at international concern while

international relations taking hold among states or countries of the members of the United Nations. In such a way

area of consideration of the reality exist among any country among domestically exist diversity and diverse identity

having communities and the way that diversity and diverse identity taking into consideration right based protection

must become a concern at international relation. The issue of handlement of diversity and diverse identity must be

internationalized with the issue of internationalization or universalization of human right protection priority giving.

In other words, in sort of any with regard to internationalization and universalization of the aforementioned area of

consideration while the state holders of the political elites coming to the front for international relation that revolve

around any diverse entity of consideration as if taking into account embracing obliged without marginalization and

ignorance with more right based advocacy taking holding for all diversity and diverse identity having of all. In such

case, the following perspectives exclusively coming to being as Sociopolitics, Econopolitics, Ecolopolitics as well as

Socio-economicpolitics.
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INTRODUCTION
Diversity democracy has been recently developed as a major
determinant of future global events as a new politicoeconomic
ideology. It states that any diversity and diverse identity should
be recognition given equally with brotherhood communication
and interconnection as well interaction building in a positive
way with positive attitude to each as to that of the diverse having
identity of any as well as the governing elites as if must
consideration as the representative of not only to the state but to
all diverse having community of any including taking into
consideration to all of the members of diverse having
communities. As has been indicated here above global
interconnection, intercommunication has been among the arena
that recently taking hold at the global level. Interconnection as if
obliged and compulsory since peace matter all developments,
harmonized livelihood leading, health and health service
delivery, modernity time educational and other facility
distribution, economic engagement modernization,

mechanization as well as others area of consideration taking
hold 

With this regard, mechanisms of interconnection and
intercommunication become vary considerably. In such sense
among the major determinants as if this paper come up with
issues of diversity and diverse identity handlement as well as the
taking into consideration of the universalization of human right
concern     This is to mean that issue of interconnection as well as
intercommunication on the area of international relation as if
the ground work must be work upon the incorporation of
diversity and diverse identity as the elements and mechanisms to
put the ground for the development of international relation
since the trend and pattern several times requires various
elements taking into consideration for its dynamism. Dynamism
must be equally consideration given with modernization of the
globalization more in intensely way as well as paving the lane
towards the fully realization of the preservation and protection
of human right for the community elsewhere exist including the
consideration of all members of the respective community 
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For the sake of simplicity of the international relation building
towards harmonized global diverse having communities as well
as the respect of diversity and diverse identity couple with the
preservation of human and democratic right (Ibid) as if
additional perspectives by add upping to the formerly exist to
take hold while international relation at all level taking into
place among sovereign countries and beyond. For the sake of
such the following study objectives taking into consideration
with in this study. Among such i) to develop new perspectives
that can be utilized with critical theories to handle more the
issue of marginalized diverse communities due to their identity
having diverse from same others ii) to justify the developed
theories well iii) to analyze the developed theories in relation to
the building of international relation

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Overview on the Developed Theories

In the area of diverse identity theory that equally recognition
given as the guiding principle and among the determinants of
the building interconnection, interaction, intercommunication
for the purpose of global based international relation among
countries or states that taking place for the issue of handling the
universalization of human right of diversity democracy as if a
number of issue must be issued. Among such usually must be
consideration given as if the implementation of such
intercommunication in line with the handling of diversity as to
the way taking place at domestic level. Issue of diverse having
reality taking into consideration while dealing with
international relation among themselves. This is because if the
reality among diverse communities as if not treated well while
discussion taking place to realize the building international
relation taking consideration human right issue as well
universalization of human right might be under question.
Inevitably human right must be universalized according to the
ideal of diversity democracy. Issue of such must be taking into
place within those developed theories with in this study. As to
such minorly or majorly taking into consideration the
indigenously exist variable and diverse social actions,
socialization as well as economic engagements. Taking holding
such as if must be issued to that of diversity democracy based
international relation building. As to such various third world
countries a way they while human right couple with diverse
identity handling taking into consideration based humanity
based advocated 

Specially various countries of the third world countries must
taking hold first various aspects of right respect then followed by
the institution they constructed and hold in a diversification
way to handle the diverse reality taking hold among diverse
communities exist with sovereign state constituting those diverse
having communities. The area as if also might consideration
given economic engagements as the whole diverse having as if
rather than restricting any mode, means, of production as well
as engagements taking holding in general and enhancing up to
that of industrialization based manufacturing products in large
amount as such might simply resulted taking holding new
additional products previously or currently taking hold in

indigenous way as well also only in a limited way for the local
level substance. As if with consideration given first and
accepting to be enhanced as the macro level and beyond as if
coming to produced and need to advocacy for global market as if
might its success in question. But the area consideration taken
first well-handled even the global citizens might equally get the
chance to have now as searched before as a new product might
result 

Sociopolitics

Sociopolitics is among those perspectives that to be included in
diverse identity theory as the big ideal having of the case issue to
well handle diverse social aspects exist among various
communities across the globe as if the big determinant of
communal diverse identity belongs to each community having
several social aspect including norms, social ethical values,
cultural elements and so forth. The theory also states that this
divergent identity forming social aspect must be included in
international context of utilization to bring unity among
statehood as if then utilization as among the pretext that
statehood based formation of alliances for cooperation among
each other as if also using such pretext as among additional
determinants of the international relation building criteria
specially while independent and sovereign states as big having
divergent and diverse communally having groups of
communities as communal level as well belongs to each and
every members of the respective communities as if casing such
among others that sovereign states could deal on while talk of
international relation taking hold and even arranged from the
beginning         As  to  such  divergent  in  social  aspect to  mean
diversity and diverse identity causing as if possibly issued and a
number of some area also must be interrelated with this big
identity determining cases of the case of social issue. Divergent
in social issue to mean at least partly among the factors that
mentioning or stating as identity even based on myth building
and other criteria of identity formation as if genetically also
interrelation can have been possible while socially constructing
can make more divergent to become interrelated as identity
formation in new way as well also among the criteria that can
able to interconnect, intercommunicate including interaction
building among very divergent seems locally or other area based
existing settlement having of the case of diversity and diverse
identity of anywhere exist communally or beyond. In such case
this identity determinant factor of social issue must be
recognition given, must be respected, recognized as well as issue
stating such as the collateral building at international level
among statehood forming alliance as well as unions between
statehood sovereign states and beyond as if must be obliged and
taking into consideration as a compulsory obligation taking
hold while international relation as if arranged. Social diversity
and diverse identity and its determinants must be respected,
recognized in line with human right consideration and
reconsideration. Diversity in the area of social aspect that exist
among diverse having communities must be equally recognition
given. This is because as the big determinants of diversity and
diverse identity among all social aspect as if the essentially
consideration given aspect while societal diversification taking
into embracing. Norms and ethical values are the most
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essentially taking into consideration while identity variably
variety issued. Norms and societal values guiding the way
livelihood leading to that of at the communal level to that
individual family level as if among language way of
communication socially constructed cultural norms might
taking into embracing as if also historical as well as built myth as
if also consideration possible. Social issue as if big ideal that
must be issue while international relation taking place as the
case directly or indirectly related to the protection of human
right as the reality exist among various nations and
communities. Social issue respected to mean that national and
nations issue might relatively protection as if equally
consideration given. Diverse social issues equally consideration
given as the protection, recognition giving as well beyond among
the elements of social aspects as communal norms, communal
values, ethical values, cultures, languages, religion, etc. as if must
be equality based consideration given as the big or consideration
giving as among the determinants of not only mentioned as the
reality among the respective community of any but also
considering as among the determinants of the identity among
diverse identity having communities that equally inherently to
the generation as well as upholded minimally individuals of the
members of the community as if individual talent, proficiency as
well beyond taking into consideration also must be taking into
holded while managing international relations among the
sovereign states/countries as if such issue might equally
consideration given the way domestically human and democratic
right safeguarding taking hold as demographically diverse
communities having own diverse identity as if lack of
recognition and protectional delivery for diverse identity exist
among diverse having communities as if surely lead to violation
and hampering among diversity and diverse identity as if this
directly lead to violation of human right as the way livelihood
leading to the individual members of the respective community
of any and beyond guided by the norms built communally and
shared among the members as well as inherited to generation
including the work results of the strongholding members of the
community as if also protecting the talent of the strongholding
of any member of the certain community as if also among the
big asset to be taking hold while social aspect and diverse social
aspect taking into consideration given at international level
dealing for international relation of any 

Econopolitics

In the area of international interrelation building economic
aspect must be given priority as a neutral agents from the agents
and representatives of the state from the side of the government
while collateral communication building since economic
engagements through tarnsboundary companies, small firms as
well as employing several minds from oversea as if also including
trade activities as if must be consideration give as while agents of
the state of the politicians including the head of state as if given
priority to their power to handle well for long as the case issue of
not free from biased political engagement to handle priority to
their handling of the state governance though other means
beyond political engagement. In such case as big transboundary
companies as well as small firms from the side of the
government as well as non-governments as if making self-free

from political state based agendas of collaterally taking into
consideration international laws as the better and best
determinants of the employment and their economic and non-
economic engagements as if free of self-based interest either for
the side of managers as well as employees lifetime within the
company similar to the politicians to engage self on power
without benefit considering of the side of the people of the
destination as well as the origin that the headquarter of the
companies as well governmental organizations operate their
function as the center of the regulation, control as well of other
issues taking hold in free way, neutralized way as if among the
consideration by the economic engagement building by
transboundary means of communication different from the
agents from the side of political handling groups based on the
centralization of the state’s foreign policy elsewhere exist. In
such case internationalization of the means of communication
either through engagements building as well as economic
intercommunication as such making such engagements free
from the more strong intervention of the state to that of the
economic sector as if largely minimize the violation of rights of
the diverse having citizens at least if transition to other
government taking holding taking place as if all in the hand of
the government mean that all in the hands of the government
and politicians as the whole citizens taking livelihood leading by
the mercy of the timely handling political governance rather
than rule of law consideration that at least minimally
consideration given at international level. But internationalizing
the issue of economic sector engagement and fair benefit
dealing must be issued while diversity and diverse identity as if
well handled, well utilized in fair way from economic
engagements taking place within their original country to that of
the whole diverse and diverse identity having communities as
well as their respective individuals members and beyond without
ignorance, partiality taking into place in sustainable way without
any interruption. The consideration and reconsideration must
be fair utilization given priority to life-to-life or-else ahead to the
right to life as if minimally coming up with good economic
engagement contribution to life-to-life as if unquestionable but
priority giving to the former as if ahead consideration to the
former as if among the ideal of diversity democracy as well as
diverse identity theory of the perspectives of Sociopolitics as well
as Econopolitics. In such case by no means economic
engagement given priority to human and natural rights but
using economic growth and developmental determinant for the
utilization to come up with Sociopolitics as if identity based
regulation of protecting as well as consideration and
reconsideration as if minimally or largely the case of
consideration giving to the indigenously taking hold economic
engagements and followed by enhancement to factory level and
beyond as if the major target of Econopolitics to the way
modernization taking hold for the sake morality and legality
issue consideration taken since manageably the issue of
international relation taking hold based on national interest as
well taking holding equally right-to-life, social aspect identity as
morality and ethical social values consideration with as if
mandatory. The case of legality interrelation with customary law
and morality since the latter both equally interrelated in various
aspects. The major economic engagements must collateral as if
interrelating various stakeholders from various original
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countries or sovereign states as if for the case if problem
happened in certain countries of the originally engaged building
in the respective taking hold collateral economic sector of any
might minimally saving self and the benefit of any stakeholder
via substituting as if taking into consideration might happen.
The major issue of collateral communication and
intercommunication building taking into place according to the
ideal of Econopolitics as if majorly saving self, saving all as if
saving money stakeholders including the benefits and right of
any at least to the side of the population without consideration
giving the diverse area that exist with regard to identity and
beyond. All must use as if interrelation building at international
level to save the benefit and equally the consideration of all
should to be used without the violation of right of any whether
the case in the original country making intercommunication as
the big ideal of Econopolitics case of international relation
building and beyond.

At last, the area and ideal of Econorelativism as if must be
benignly taking into consideration mandatorily. In such a way
Econorelativism issue of handling well of the existing modes,
means and economic engagements but also enhancing to factory
based as the case might lead to the indigenously taking hold to
factory based products as well as industrial revolution might
ahead must incorporate those recently indigenously produced as
if modernizing more ahead might must be followed according to
the ideal of Econorelativism ideal and philosophical thought.
Issue of handling well and positivity building must be followed
by entering into the case of factory based product
manufacturing as industrialization must followed the well
handlement of the indigenously exist elsewhere across the globe
among communally exist diverse having communities. In such
case how much and how your locally or indigenously exist
economic though might lead to promotion to the industrial
based as well as mechanized based enhancing taking place as the
means and mode of production contribution for the globe as
among the opportunity and ideal to be utilized while enhanced
more locally and its productivity checked more by enhancing to
locally built industrialization and other modern sense of
economic engagement taking hold. Promotion of any
indigenously exist statehood based locally practiced economic
engagement, mode of production or means of production as if
must be consideration given since new way of statehood
economic handlemnet and system of handlement must be
obliged to compete with other statehood formed relation
building by others through technologically handling more in
enhanced way by local entity of any taking hold as if largely
statehood governing must take responsibility for such in
planned and globalized way simply not only benefiting locally of
the locally practicing community of diverse having economic
thought and pragmatic ideal but also contributing more to the
global context as an ideal of newly enhanced or taking holded
more for centuries or years as if naming such instance in
practical way to make known at the global context and
contribute mentioning or stating equally might the other
statehood one of beginning talk of international relation and
other alliance forming team based or through leadership as if
might taking and practicing at known base having economic
thought since contribution at the global level for the utilization

and benefit taking hold of the citizens of the globe as if big ideal
of contribution of other side for self-entity simply might also
make to promote more by equally working up such newly
enhance technologically based forming alliance for such
enhancement as also making among the required not only
talking and stating based giving and taking information alone
but also making self and others for us based ideal taking holding
equally to work up on it to make more enhancing and
collaterally stating both together as if ours and concurrently
working up on possible and enhancing more to mean that
benefiting from such more ideal must be included with the
agreed up on documents, covenants, conventions as well as any
other document based to be utilized as the legal guidingline of
collaterally or internationally based agreed up relations.

Ecolopolitics

In one sense according to the ideal of this perspective as if the
case of utilizing various transboundary natural settings such as
transboundary rivers, lakes, etc. to be among the big
determinants to be designing collateral projects on the side of
those natural setting to be utilized and give service or
appropriate service to that of not only to the original or any
criteria to some in unfair manner as if equally taking holding
the projects or various projects on the side of those natural
setting without consideration giving of the boundary of those
sharing natural settings of any as building a dam for
hydroelectric for the original country might be used for another
country as a means of peace making between the original and
other countries that shared the river settings. While
intercommunication taking place for the usual corporation
towards peace making, towards mutual benefit building as if
means and mechanism of international relation building that
might be free from collateral based power struggle between
countries including to among the fried countries exist beyond
their bilateral and multilateral international communication but
building and infrastructural intercommunication among sharing
countries and beyond as if the case might be the source and
means of peace building and alliance formation on the area of
not only advantaging self but also beyond. Equally in such
majorly saving the benefit of the citizens in the largely taking
place going beyond the political line upping of domination
building in the domestic politics as well beyond. But case of
domination building in the area of friend based group or family
based empire building of any might lead to the violation of
rights of the whole citizens based on the consideration of
diversity and diverse identity as one among tried to build
dominance in the domestic politics as other group of diverse
and diverse identity having might tries to counter and making
counter reaction to divert the agenda of domination by one
diverse identity having from within the form of struggle as well
also might leading to having a wing of the case of all might
leadenly politics of the globalization time internationalizing
unquestionable might equally contributing the struggle for
power might lead to armament based struggle that might
sometimes disastrous and destruction taking hold. But if the
alliance formation via using natural setting based
interconnecting project for the benefit of the attached countries
beyond single or bi-state alliance or international relation taking
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into holding as if majorly the case might if interconnection,
intercommunication taking hold earlier as if realization of the
objective behind peacemaking and diverting the one that
negatively affecting the benefit of the whole citizens or partly of
the citizens. In such a way majorly the case usually beyond the
peace is making if encouragement of the mutual benefit projects
designing and interconnection of the stream countries taking
into place in planned form of formation of alliance not on ideal
but in practical of infrastructural or service delivery based
interconnection, intercommunication building taking place.
Working up on trans boundary based exist natural setting to
benefit all exist streams and livelihood leading diverse having
communities on the banks of such without to one domination
building over others as if also casing usual conflict must be
resolvable taking up on with equation taking hold not to benefit
one among might lead conflict as such knowingly or
unknowingly making others to suffer and to not benefit from
the projects of self-handled and beyond must banned
internationally. As such issue also making sufferer might
knowingly or unknowingly leads to equally or unequally to war
fare as if struggle for politics must be free from such utilization
banning and freeing self for self-benefit alone as well hindering
others as if also must be legally banned and international
relationship building issue also must incorporate such ideal as a
document based parts of the to be agreed up as the case of one
area interrelationship building deviated from the ideal of
mutual category of utilization concurrently by making such
natural setting as a means of communication to enhance the
benefit taking hold from the projects around the setting as well
as also mutually peace deal making must be taking hold as the
case usually issued largely not at one time but might take also
several years as negotiation and peace-deal area of such around
natural setting might come and want with the idea of new
projects come to being and planned as if the issue of handling
well in some area across the globe might lead to the ideal having
to make deal-talk on the other area existing natural setting of the
same or similar type of natural setting and beyond. If the one in
some parts handled well the one that exist in other even
distantly exist also possible handled well. As such issue also must
be incorporated into the peace-deal talk as well as the agreed up
on document part while finally agreement taking up of the sake
not only for the agreed up on countries but also for the sake of
other countries that exist beyond the agreed up on documents
signed. But issue of considerable problem bearing some other
area might taking hold possibly taking into consideration
obliged as the case finally nothing to us might something to
others with in short period or long period of time while terming
of time taking into consideration. The issue of managing and
making an attempt to manage problem in some parts of the
globe by other part existing statehood as if obliged and must be
encouraged equally with self and others might lead to
cooperation between statehood or states that exist elsewhere
beyond of the other side of deviating from normal way of talking
while international relation building must be changed and
transformation of the way international relation taking hold
must be modification taking into embracing obliged. As such
issue consideration giving might lead to foresting the area
equally consideration to build more natural resources as if might
lead to the formation other additional natural resources also

possible exist. The area of consideration must be related to the
upholding of live and aliving of human beings on earth in
sustainable way as the living and aliving of humanity and
human kind as known to all determined by the existence and
inexistence of natural resources for utilization based generation
conservation as well as formation of new natural resources
taking holding as if essential and obliged. In such case rivers,
lacks taking holding as a means to taking hold international
relation for good as if not only for domination of utilizing alone
but for cooperation among the siding state as if obliged. In such
case possibly issuing those natural setting at international level
as if obliged.

Socio-Economicpolitics

Economic must be totally or partially interrelated with social
aspect issue of handlement taking into consideration and
existing well handlement and vise verse at domestic level but
issue of economic collateral building must go beyond domestic
level according to the ideal of this perspective.

This principle and philosophical thought states that social and
economic engagement and implementation at domestic level in
well manner must taking into consideration equally in
appropriate way at international level while international
relation taking into place. In such a way as if well handling
diverse social groups of communities as well as human right
protection for all diverse social heterogeneous constituting
communities up to individual level of variety taking into
placing. In such sense, while heterogeneity in social aspect to
mean that linguistic consideration, ethnic consideration equally
with economic engagement taking into consideration in fair
manner as if taking holding at domestic then must be issued at
international level while taking into embracing to build
international interconnection and intercommunication
building. While corporation taking hold in the form of
economic alliance building as if social aspect handlement with
in at domestic level must be among the criteria for domestic
based more enhancement of the exiting situation in total or
partial way to well handle diversity in social aspect to mean
making beneficial in economic aspect through interconnection
of the statehood for the benefit building of the total diverse
having communities as well as the members of the respective
diversity and diverse identity having communities elsewhere
exist.

It requires enhancing social as well as economic context
concurrently as if mandatorily taking into place. Issue of
managing the social aspect in relation to economic aspect
handlement as if must be issued at international level. But
locally consideration giving first must be essentially taking
holding obliged and compulsory as if issue of such coming up to
the global arena while international relation taking hold among
statehood communities as if must be issued as among the ideal
taking hold first among all as the determinants of international
relation. Issue of such must be seen as socially equally
interrelation having with economic contexts at least at the local
level. This is because identity largely mandates economic
engagement and equally consideration giving both as if must be
taking into place. Since the issue of such might equally
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consideration giving not only benefiting economically but also
managing and safeguarding identity taking hold by certain
upholded community of diverse having identity from other
diverse having community either nearby exist or distantly exist
from the respective taking hold community of the respective
statehood dealing among each other. This must be seen from
the eyes of international relation building on enhancing to that
of social aspect as an identity must come up with economic
engagement enhancement building. As such both equally
inseparable as to that of social aspect and economic engagement
among any community that practicing both at a time existing as
if normal 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This study coming up at least three theories inclusively
Sociopolitics, Econopolitics, Ecolopolitics as well as Socio-
economicpolitics This all equally consideration given the
contribution of diverse social aspect handlement, the way
economic engagement taking place as well the utilization of
ecological and natural setting respectively for the issue of
international relation building among sovereign states. In such
case, social aspect to mean the well handlement of diverse social
elements and identity of the taking holded diverse and diverse
identity having communities. But issue of diversity handlement
beyond boundary demarcation of restricting to a single
statehood country as if based on building transboundary
economic engagement building as if possible of creating
beneficial international intercommunication not only among
states but also using beyond state actors with in international
relation building as a big criteria. In such a way the same is true
for the transboundary natural settings.
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